
StarSet® Headset 

The choice of seasoned professionals. No-compromise comfort, convenience and quality.

Superlight headset with super acoustics
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Adjustable boom for optimal 
microphone placement

StarSet® Headset
The StarSet is ideal for those who need a comfortable and convenient headset without compromising quality.
The ultra-lightweight and ergonomic headset rests gently behind the ear for all day comfort. Its soft, pliable eartip 
gently conforms to the natural contours of your ear while providing an acoustic seal to block out background noise.

STARSET KEY FEATURES

• All-day comfort. The super-lightweight StarSet, with
a soft, pliable eartip and ergonomic behind-the-ear
styling stays comfortable all day.

•  Voice Tube Microphone–Plantronics’ trademark
design; lightweight and unobtrusive, delivers great 
sound quality in all but the noisiest environments.

• Greater fl exibility. Plantronics adapters let the StarSet 
headset work with any corded phone system or console.

• Quick Disconnect™ feature allows you to walk away 
from the phone while still wearing your headset.

• Warranty: Two years for unsurpassed durability.

GLOBAL CUSTOMER CARE

Backed by Plantronics industry-leading
global service and support.

800-544-4660 (US and Canada)
831-458-7700 (outside US)
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VISTA® M22™ AUDIO PROCESSOR

The Vista M22 audio processor delivers precise levels of listening 
comfort, sophisticated hearing protection, and superior audio 
performance. The Vista M22 includes Clearline® audio to improve 
call quality in any environment, especially wideband VoIP.

DA45™ USB AUDIO PROCESSOR

Compatible with all Plantronics H-series headsets, this headset-
to-USB adapter/audio processor brings superior call clarity to PC-
based communications. The DA45 USB provides advanced audio 
technologies, plug-and-play connectivity, and Quick Disconnect.

SHS1890™ PUSH-TO-TALK AMPLIFIER

The choice of NASA, the FAA, and the majority of First
Responders worldwide, Plantronics’ PTT amplifi ers provide 
encrypted communications and PTT functionality for mission 
critical applications. Designed for demanding environments to 
provide quality, reliability, and crisp communications every time.

The StarSet headset requires a Plantronics audio processor, USB audio processor,
direct connect cable or Push to Talk Amplifi er (PTT) to connect to phone, PC,
computer, or console.

For more information about the StarSet Headset or other Plantronics products,
please visit our website at plantronics.com
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